The weak interactions of spontaneously broken left-right symmetric SV(2)L x SV(2)R X VO) gauge models are given up to O(E""M71',1M;,). The j.1-and ;3-decay parameters are considered and it is stressed that e XP =O.972±O.013 is a possible evidence for the Senjanovic-Mohapatra model with E=O.08~0.1 which is just within reach of us.
It is well known that the so-called Weinberg-Salam model unifying the electromagnetic and weak interactions, SU (2) LX UO) gauge model, has succeeded in the explanation of the over-all available data. However, it seems to remain some theoretically unsatisfactory points. The first is that the physical meaning of the U( I)-generator is not clear. For example, the quantum number is different between eL and eR. The second point is the left-right asymmetry of the basic principle from which the interactions are derived. A hopeful candidate of the model, which includes the Weinberg-Salam model and at the same time overcomes these points, seems to be the SU(2)L x SU(2h x UO) gauge moder) with the spontaneously broken left-right symmetry.2) For the first point, as is noted by Marshak and Mohapatra,3) the UO)-generator of this model is nothing but baryon number-lePton number. As for the second point, in this model, the left-right symmetry is the basic discrete one which is satisfied in Euler equations for every field but is spontaneously broken in the solution. In this model, therefore the parity violation is the only low energy phenomenon and the left-right symmetry is expected to be recovered in much higher energy region.
The concrete possibility and a realistic model of the spontaneously broken left-right *' Then, the potential also has the same stationary minimum for another independent left-right asymmetric solution, that is,
We can easily show that the present universe satisfying (I) is quite stable for the tunneling into the universe satisfying (a). **) We can find the following sum rule:
where g and g' are the 5V (2) and VO) gauge coupling constants, respectively. We introduce the parameters, E and Ll, which are the measures of the spontaneous breakdown of the left-right symmetry, given by
In the framework of the spontaneously broken left·right symmetric 5V(2)L The electroweak interactions of these models cal be written in the following form:
where ()w, the Weinberg angle, is defined by
In the zeroth order of E and Ll, jf~ and ii'/;, are just those in the Weinberg·Salam model. Terms, gig WR~, (e/ cos ()Vo )iz"; Z,~ and those of the order of O( E, Ll) in (6) give rise to the differences between the Weinberg-Salam model and the models referred to as I and II.
We give i£5, iflff boe ijv/i up to the first order of E and Ll, as well as iz"/; in the zeroth order of E and Ll in both the models. The results are summarized as follows: 
for model I, and . 4E<0.1
(10) for model II.
Using the weak interaction, HjiWL P +JijiWRP+h.c. given in (8), we have the fol· lowing expressions'l for the fl-and /3-decay parameters P =.l-.lLF 4 2 ' o=.l 
which are (250~300) GeV, and also do not have very small O(E)·terms in 00), which are barely hidden in the present experimental errors.
In conclusion, we would like to stress that e xp = 0.972± 0.013 is a possible evidence for the Senjanovic·Mohapatra model with (19) which is just within reach of us and a slight improvement of the experimental ac· curacy is very much desired.
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